
The On-Time Technicians at One Hour
Durham Launch New Site Design

/EINPresswire.com/ One Hour Heating & Air Conditioning of Durham, NC, Launches New Site

Design by Dallas Internet Marketing Company Advice Interactive Group

In order to match their website’s style to their growing popularity in the Durham area, One Hour

Heating & Air Conditioning recently partnered with Advice Interactive Group, an Internet

marketing firm in Dallas, to redesign their website, which debuted online in early January.

The brand new site design features a striking layout of yellow, black, and red. Website visitors will

still be able to find all the information they need on the company’s various service areas,

including air conditioner and heater repair, the Comfort Club maintenance program, and zone

heating systems. 

New to the site are pages dedicated to the company’s various financing options, which allow

customers to easily afford much-needed services through options like no interest and credit-

friendly financing. Visitors will also recognize the company blog, which offers tips about

maintenance and repair for heating and cooling units. It now has a more convenient and visible

placement on the sidebar located on the homepage.

One Hour Durham is proud to serve the Durham, NC, area with quality air conditioning and

heating services. The company also handles air duct cleaning and monitoring residential indoor

air quality levels, and can service and install hot water heaters, both conventional and tankless.

One Hour Heating & Air Conditioning of Durham’s main offices are located at:

One Hour Heating and Air Conditioning

636 Foster Street #100

Durham, NC 27701-2109

(919) 408-7555

About One Hour Heating & Air Conditioning of Durham

Armed with the motto, “Always On Time... Or You Don’t Pay a Dime,” the Durham heating

technicians at One Hour pride themselves on their dependability and efficiency. Staff are

standing by 24 hours a day to take emergency calls from Durham residents and business

owners. No matter how big or how small the challenge, One Hour Durham can handle it all. Call

for immediate service: 919-408-7555.

http://www.adviceinteractivegroup.com/
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